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The most trusted name in law school outlines, Emanuel Law Outlines support your class

preparation, provide reference for your outline creation, and supply a comprehensive breakdown of

topic matter for your entire study process. Created by Steven Emanuel, these course outlines have

been relied on by generations of law students. Each title includes both capsule and detailed

versions of the critical issues and key topics you must know to master the course. Also included are

exam questions with model answers, an alpha-list of cases, and a cross reference table of cases for

all of the leading casebooks. Emanuel Law Outline Features:   #1 outline choice among law

students   Comprehensive review of all major topics   Capsule summary of all topics  

Cross-reference table of cases   Time-saving format   Great for exam prep
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The content is what you would expect from a commercial outline. It's well organized, contains

helpful examples/charts, and the casebook correlation chart is particularly useful if you consistently

use this as a supplement to assigned textbook readings.Biggest problem: the first letter on the

lefthand side of the "page" is often cut off when viewing either on my kindle or on the kindle app for

PC. The format is fine in 's cloud reader, but the cloud reader does not yet have a "search"/"find"

function.

***USELESS*** It does not provide enough code provisions. Emanuel author--cite where you take



stuff from, as law students cannot blindly assert things. CITE THE UCC.

The first four chapters are only OK, and the last two chapters (re Perfection and Priorities) are really

confusing! The worst Emanuel Law Outlines series ever! Don't buy it.

I frequently use Emanuel's outlines to supplement my case books, however, this is by far the

WORST written outline ever! The material is arranged poorly. All the law is meshed together when

clearly sometimes certain concepts do not fit. Im shocked at the aspen publishers for releasing this

book. Its hard to follow along and overall the material is not cohesively organized. The good thing

about this book, is that it makes you dig into A9 code and comments extra intensely to gain a full

understanding because you certainly cant rely on this book to gain one.

I ordered 2010 edition and paid $40.95, but I received 2007 edition. What happened my order???? I

cannot understand how this things happened!!!

This supplement is very good at helping you get the big picture. I was very confused in secured

transactions and often would refer to this and other supplements to figure things out. I don't

remember seeing many typos as is referenced in the previous review, but then again it has been

over a year since I have taken the class. If you need some help with the subject, I highly

recommend the book in conjunction with others (I found Examples and Explanations to be

somewhat helpful and the Glannon Guide to Secured Transactions to be exceedingly helpful in

conjunction to the emanuel book.). As with all things, take it with a grain of salt. Whatever your

professor says goes for one, in all classes, and two, any book is going to have typos and errors in it.

You just need to keep an eye out. With all the extra book help I ended up doing fairly well in

Secured Transactions.

This supplement was useful to get "the big picture" of secured transactions, but there are SO many

typos (and not just spelling errors - mixing up debtor and creditor, stating that there is a security

interest in equipment when it clearly only covers inventory, etc.) that I couldn't read it without

wondering if the information was accurate. If you get it, just watch out.

If you are looking for quick summaries of concepts in secured, this book is it! BUT, if you really want

to get a real understanding of secured..not the book for you. This book is definitely not as thorough



as most of the other Emanuel Outlines I have used for other classes. On numerous occasions I

would find myself stumped on a section of Art. 9 and the index/book had no content what soever on

the section...in addition to that, the majority of the time that I actually could find the section

discussed in the book it would be a short few sentences that are hardly enough to explain sections

of Art. 9 that are one page of statutory writing on their own. I'm shocked that this book was

extremely useless to me and I wish I could have my money back considering I am one of the typical

broke law students.
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